Abstract. The processing of bank checks is one application that continues to rely heavily on the movement of paper. Checks are currently read by human eyes and physically transported to the bank of the payer, involving significant time and cost. Since paper checks constitute a popular mechanism for noncash payments, and the volume of checks continues to be high, there is a significant interest in the banking industry for new approaches that can read paper checks automatically. We propose a new approach to read the numerical amount field on the check; this field is also called the courtesy amount field. In the case of check processing, the segmentation of unconstrained strings into individual digits is a challenging task because one must accommodate special cases involving connected or overlapping digits, broken digits, and digits physically connected to a piece of stroke that belongs to a neighboring digit. The described system involves three stages: the segmentation of the string into a series of individual characters, the normalization of each isolated character, and the recognition of each character based on a neural network classifier.
Introduction
The interest of the banking industry in automated check processing techniques comes from two factors: the high volume of checks that account for 60% of the noncash transactions, 1 and the high processing costs, estimated at between $2.78 and $3.09 per check. 2 The account number and the bank code are printed on the checks in magnetic ink ͑MICR͒ and are the only fields that can be processed automatically with near-perfect accuracy. The other fields are usually handwritten, and contain the name of the recipient, the date, the amount to be paid ͑textual format͒, the courtesy amount ͑numerical format͒, and the signature of the person who wrote the check. Therefore, better handwritten recognition techniques are required to automate the check processing process.
Character recognition systems are of two types: on-line systems, where the sequence in which the characters are written is known, and off-line systems, where only the final image is available. 3 In most information technology applications, on-line processing requires a greater effort because of time constraints; however, in optical character recognition the more difficult area is that of off-line reading. 4 Automatic check processing has been an area of active research in image processing for a long time, but it has been only recently that complete systems with reading accuracy in the range of 20 to 60% and reading error in the range of 1 to 3%, have begun to be installed. 5 Researchers have also described or implemented systems to read courtesy amount in checks, 6, 7 and some of these systems are geared to a particular writing language; for example, Ref. 8 has been developed for Korean checks, 9, 10 for checks written in French, and in Refs. 11 and 12 for U.S. checks. Further, some check processing systems focus on reading the legal amount; 13 see Ref.
14 for Brazilian checks, Ref. 15 for English language ones, and Refs. 9, 16, and 17 for French and English ones. Also the date is checked in the system at 18, 19 Concordia University ͑Canada͒. Finally, a Japanese system for automatic verification of bank checks is based on the extraction and recognition of the seal imprints. 20 This illustrates the broad, almost universal, interest in the area of automatic reading of bank checks.
In general, forms intended to be read by document understanding systems ͑DUSs͒ are designed to include identification codes and position marks in them. 21 Most of these forms require the writer to use black pen only; this is not the case, however, with the checks processed in the United States. Individuals can use pens with inks of any color. Often the checks contain guidelines or boxes to specify the location where a particular piece of information should be recorded. Also there may be restrictions on the size of the strings, both in terms of height and length. A more limiting constraint would be to preprint forms with individual boxes for each character; this restriction minimizes the incidence of connections among adjacent characters. Before information on documents can be ''read,'' several preprocessing steps ͑binarization, noise reduction, 22, 23 and line removal 24, 25 ͒ can be applied. After such preprocessing, the characters can be segmented and recognized more easily. While the recognition of isolated characters is not very difficult, segmenting strings of numbers into individual digits is a formidable task. Segmentation is easy when one imposes the type of restrictions just described; however, the banks have been reluctant to adopt such restrictive measures with respect to paper checks. Overall, checks present the full challenge of totally unconstrained writing because they have not been designed for processing by document understanding systems.
A system based on emerging optical character recognition techniques and neural network techniques can help to process checks automatically in a fast and less expensive manner. The system described in this paper has been applied to read checks from Brazilian and U.S. banks. It performs all the tasks necessary to translate the image of the check coming from an optical scanner into a format that can be readily processed by the central computer of the bank. The system locates and reads the courtesy amount, which is the main field that banks use to process the check.
Our approach for automated reading of courtesy amounts in checks is summarized in Fig. 1 . Starting with the image of the courtesy amount, the input is treated by a segmentation process which is responsible for dissecting the courtesy amount field into individual characters ͑Sec. 2͒. This task is performed using a feedback mechanism that helps to determine if the sets of segments, produced by different dividing methods, can be correctly recognized. If the courtesy amount comprises only of digits that are not connected or touching to each other, then the recognition process can be done more easily reading one digit at a time. Unfortunately, most check amounts contain segments made of connected digits that must be separated before recognition. Our approach uses several split algorithms to divide the amount string into digits and iterates with the recognition module to find the optimal set of split algorithms that produces the correct separation. Section 3 describes the normalization process that must be applied to every digit before the recognition process can be initiated. This process is done to attain a specific physical size, and to obtain a more unified writing style. The recognition module ͑Sec. 4͒ uses a combination of neural networks and structural techniques to classify digits with very high levels of confidence.
Segmentation and Recognition Loop
Several methods and strategies for segmentation are discussed in Ref. 26 . Since the courtesy amount field may be written in different formats, sizes, and styles, the segmentation process is complicated. This may involve the separation of touching characters, and the merging of character fragments with other pieces. These are difficult tasks specially because multiple ways exist to combine fragments of characters into individual characters. This problem exists in other languages, sometimes even in printed text, for example, the problem of segmentation of Arabic characters is analyzed in Ref. 27 .
Some researchers have attempted to recognize complete words 28 instead of trying to segment the word into isolated letters. This approach can be applied only in situations that involve a predetermined set of valid strings of characters. More often, the images are divided into digits using structure-based techniques [29] [30] [31] and then recognized as individual characters; this approach is called segment-thenrecognize. A different approach, called segmentby-recognition, [32] [33] [34] works by applying the recognition algorithm within a sliding window that is moved along the text line. If the window covers portions of two consecutive characters, then the recognition module produces the result ''unknown.'' However, when the sliding window takes the position and the size to match a complete character, then recognition occurs. The coordinates and the size of the segments are obtained from the position of the window. Since these systems make frequent calls to the recognition module, they must utilize very fast and very accurate algorithms. Another drawback is that slanted text offers lower accuracy, as a consequence of using rectangular windows.
Courtesy amount is not just a sequence of digits, as people tend to use other symbols for writing monetary amounts. With respect to U.S. checks, a finite-state automaton was proposed in Refs. 11 and 12 to segment and analyze the variety of styles found to express cents in fraction format. In the case of Brazilian checks, the decimal part of the amount is rarely found in a style other than scientific format. A major characteristic of Brazilian checks is the extensive use of delimiters as suffixes or prefixes of the amounts ͑some examples are shown in Fig. 2͒ . In countries where the currency symbol is written after the number, delimiters are used in front of the number. In countries where there is no decimal part in monetary values, delimiters are common at the end of the number. The segmentation algorithm implemented by our team makes the best guess to generate a sequence of digits and symbols, and then receives feedback from the recognition module to readjust the splitting functions if necessary. The segmentation is assumed to be correct if all the individual digits are recognized with adequate confidence. The system begins the segmentation process by making a few obvious separation of characters, so the digits that are not recognized properly are considered to be comprised of connected numbers. Rejected blocks are split and recognized again in a feedback loop until a solution is found with all the segments recognized. ͑The segmentation loop was shown earlier in Fig. 1͒ . The system also merges fragments of digits with neighboring digits or fragments of such neighboring digits to create new segments. It these segments are not recognized, then different merging strategies are tested. This approach is similar to the strategy proposed by Congedo et al. 30 and Dimauro et al. 31 that also alternates between segmentation and recognition; however, their systems lack the ability to correct fragmented digits.
Splitting Algorithms
The segmentation module identifies isolated blocks of pixels called connected components. 35 Every connected component should ideally represent one digit, but in practice there are many digits touching a neighboring digit, and therefore they collectively become one single connected component. In these cases, the system applies contoursplitting algorithms 26, 36 to find possible paths to separate touching characters.
Several splitting algorithms are used for this task: a contour analysis, based on the one described by Blumenstain and Verma 37 the hybrid drop fall ͑HDF͒ algorithm, 38, 39 and the extended drop fall ͑EDF͒ algorithm. 40 Contour analysis is a structural method that looks for minima and maxima in the vertical projections of the contours to find a dividing path. While drop fall algorithms simulate the path produced by a drop of acid falling from above the character and sliding downward along the contour. When the drop gets stuck, it ''melts'' the character's line and then continues to fall. The dividing path found by a drop fall method depends on three aspects: a starting point, movement rules, and orientation. If the starting point is selected far from the middle line between the two characters, then the drop will fall around the exterior contour of one of the digits cutting out a little piece of just one of the digits or not cutting anything at all. HDF and EDF methods are described in Ref. 41 . An example of the dividing paths that can be obtained is shown in Fig. 3 . Drop fall algorithms can be applied from left-toright or right-to-left and also from top-to-bottom or in negative gravity. Hence every drop fall algorithm produces four possible dividing paths, as represented by one row each in Fig. 3. 
Selecting Correct Dividing Path
Using three different splitting algorithms, two of them involving the drop fall concept, produces a set of nine possible paths to divide a connected component into individual digits: one from the contour analysis, four from HDF, and four from EDF. The second part of the splitting process involves deciding which path is the correct one. This determination can be made using a neural network approach, as proposed in Ref. 42 . An alternative is to undertake an exhaustive search and to select the path on the basis of the set of confidence levels provided by the recognition module. 43 For performance reasons, the current system avoids unnecessary recognition attempts as much as possible; therefore, it uses a heuristic approach to choose a path and then makes good use of the information coming from the recognition module in a feedback scheme. Paths are ranked heuristically using structural features, and taking into account the kind of algorithm used to generate the path. Several characteristics are used to rank paths: Segmentation interacts with the recognition module to identify both digits that may comprise the particular segment. The segmentation is assumed to be correct if both digits are recognized correctly. If any character is not recognized as a digit with a high level of confidence, then alternative paths are tested. In the event that only one of the two parts is recognized, then the other part is assumed to be comprised of connected characters and the segmentation process is repeated recursively for that part until a complete solution is found. During the recognition of the courtesy amount, the system makes multiple attempts at merging and separation, and frequently it has to undo some of them to explore alternative segmentation scenarios.
When small pieces of characters are identified as ''fragments of character,'' they are merged with the neighboring segment, taking into account relevant criteria such as proximity and overlap. The vertical overlap of segments takes precedence over proximity because the former yields better results. One example is the number 5 with a disjoined top stroke. This stroke overlaps the rest of number 5 and it could be located very close to the following digit. Nevertheless, if the digits are not recognized, a different merging option will be attempted in the next iteration of the feedback loop.
After manual analysis of 1500 checks, it was found that 20% of them had connected digits. Thus, an attempt to perform recognition without the segmentation loop will fail in many cases and will produce many wrong readings because multiple segments will be classified as single digits by the neural network. To evaluate the segmentation loop, a subset of checks that contained connected digits was selected. Using this subset, the incidence of incorrect readings as a consequence of bad segmentation occurred in only 11% of the checks, which corresponds to a low 2.2% of wrong readings in a set of real checks. These error rates are slightly higher than those attained by other researchers in reading touching digit pairs from standard databases, 44 but our results were obtained for real checks, which usually are more difficult to recognize than numbers written on forms.
Normalization of Digits
Neural networks constitute the heart of the recognition module we used to classify segments into digits. To use a small and efficient neural network algorithm, a set of preprocessing algorithms is applied to the character images prior to the actual recognition process. The preprocessing of isolated character images involves slant correction, size normalization, and thickness normalization. As these transformations are not linear, if the algorithms are applied in a different order, they will yield a different result. Figure 4 shows two normalization examples. In the first one, slant normalization is followed by size normalization and then thickness normalization, while in the second case, the size normalization is not performed until the end. The quality looks slightly better in the second case of this example, nevertheless, the first approach was selected for its speed because the thickness normalization algorithm performs much faster on small images.
To compare both normalization procedures, 60,089 digits from the National Institute of Standards and Technology ͑NIST͒ database 19 ͑Handprinted Forms and Characters Database 45 ͒ were normalized using Matlab. The mean normalization time for the first algorithm is 0.54 s, while the mean processing time of the second normalization approach is 1.83 s. All the results are shown in Table 1 ͑the processing times in the C version of the prototype system are smaller͒. The normalization algorithms are explained in detail in the following subsections.
Slant Correction
The slant correction preprocessing algorithm is applied to obtain images of digits irrespective of the personal writing tilt. Most recognition methods are tolerant to minor variations from the training set; however, their accuracy is degraded by the presence of slant. The algorithm used is based on the idea that if a numeral is rotated through a series of slanted positions, it usually attains its minimum width when it is least slanted. Considering ␣ to be the angle that one wants to rotate the digit in the anticlockwise direction ͑and Ϫ␣ clockwise͒, the equation to transform a bit map by that angle is 46 :
᭙p͑x,y ͒ϭ1, b͑xЈ,yЈ͒ϭ1, where ͭ xЈϭxϪy tan͑␣ ͒ yЈϭy .
͑1͒
All the pixels within the same row are moved horizontally by a given amount, but they are never moved to a different row. Every row is displaced to the right or to the left ͑de-pending on the sign of ␣͒ by an amount that increases linearly with the height of the row over the baseline. The angle that yields the least slanted position is obtained in a binary search strategy defined toward minimizing the total width of the character. The algorithm begins with an initial value for ␣ϭ0 deg and an initial increment ⌬␣ϭ20 deg. Then it analyzes ␣ϩ⌬␣ and ␣Ϫ⌬␣ to find a better solution. When the same solution is repeated, the increment is divided by 2. The process is repeated until a precision of 1 deg is reached. An example of slant correction is shown in Fig. 5 . 
Size Normalization
The images of the digits should be scaled to a standard matrix to make the recognition process independent of the writing size. Since every pixel in the image corresponds to one input to the neural network, the normalized size should not be very large to avoid using a complex and inefficient structure. It was found that a standard size of 16 ϫ16 pixels does not lose significant information while 256 inputs is a reasonable size to the neural network. The process of scaling to fit in a predefined size may change the aspect ratio of the image, as the scale factors in the horizontal and vertical directions may be different. The resulting character exactly fills the area it is supposed to scale into.
Size normalization usually involves a reduction of the digit size, since check images are usually scanned at a resolution of 300 dpi that yields digits of about 80 pixels in height. For size reduction, our algorithm weights the color of the set of pixels in the original image that map over the same pixel in the 16ϫ16 matrix. In this process, it is not critical if the resulting digits look thinner or thicker than the original, as the module described in the following section takes care of this problem.
Thickness Normalization
Thickness normalization is performed in two steps. First, a thinning algorithm is applied to reduce the strokes to a thickness of 1 pixel, or sometimes a few pixels. Then, a uniform rethickening process is performed to obtain thickness of several pixels.
The thinning process involves the transformation of the raw black and white image into a line drawing of unit thickness by deleting redundant pixels without damaging the appearance of the character. This process, also called skeletonization, must preserve the basic structure and connectivity of the original pattern. Algorithms proposed in the literature to solve this problem can be classified into two main categories: sequential and parallel. 47 In the serial method, the value of a pixel at the n iteration depends on pixels from the n iteration; and usually also on pixels from earlier iterations. In the parallel method, each pixel is obtained as a function of values from the previous iteration only ͑so the computation can be performed in parallel for every pixel of the image͒. The algorithm we used is a parallel method based on the algorithm described in Ref. 48 . As evaluated in Ref. 49 , this algorithm offers one of the best results in terms of performance and accuracy, as compared to nine other thinning algorithms. Since that evaluation, the algorithm was improved even further by eliminating a number of time consuming steps. 50 Additional improvements to this algorithm were attained by Carrasco and Forcada 51 to obtain more elegant skeletons. The algorithm is presented in Ref. 41 .
After scaling the input pattern down to 1 pixel thickness, it is necessary to rethicken the skeleton uniformly to obtain a standard thickness. Therefore the final thickness of the digit is independent of the type of pen used, and at the same time the character appears clear of noise at the edges.
The rethickening algorithm simply sets to 1 ͑black͒ all of the neighboring points of every pixel in the skeleton. Usually there are 6 white pixels surrounding every black pixel, but they can be 7 if the pixel is an ending, or less that 6 if the pixel is in ajoint. The result of this approach exhibits a uniform thickness of about 3 pixels. One example of thickness normalization applied to number 5 is shown in Fig. 6 .
Neural Network Based Recognition
Template matching, structural analysis, and neural networks have traditionally been popular classification methods for character recognition, but neural networks are increasingly proving to offer better and more reliable accuracy for handwriting recognition. 52, 53 No single neural network model appears to be inherently better than others to a significant extent; instead, higher accuracy rates are achieved by tailoring network models to the particular problem environment. The structure selected for this module is the multilayer perceptron ͑MLP͒, which is the most widely used type of network for character recognition. 54 Other researchers have employed radial basis function networks ͑RBFNs͒ and time-delay neural networks ͑TDNNs͒ for character recognition in French checks 10 and have attained similar results. 54 Two networks of the same structure trained with exactly the same data result in different parameters if the initial weights are assigned randomly. As such, it is possible to have several networks that in theory classify in the same way, but in practice produce slightly different results. By running multiple classification systems in parallel, one can increase the accuracy of the classifier. 4,54 -56 Thus, the system was designed to use four networks running in parallel. The results are analyzed by an arbiter function and a final checking is performed at the end. The structure is shown in Fig. 7 .
All the networks have a similar structure, based on a three-layered, fully connected, feed-forward MLP, with 80 nodes in the hidden layer. The input is a 16ϫ16 matrix of the normalized image of the segment; however, two of the networks also incorporate a structural feature as an input. Thus, two networks have 256 inputs and the other two have 257 inputs. The structural feature considered is the directional distance distribution ͑DDD͒ feature discussed by Oh and Suen. 57 The outputs correspond to the digits from 0 to 9, as well as the symbol #, which is frequently used as a delimiter in Brazil.
Neural networks were trained by the back-propagation method using 3103 segments from real checks, and were tested for accuracy of results using 1444 segments. The proportion of each digit ͑0 through 9͒ and # symbols was chosen to match the corresponding rates that exists in real checks. The accuracy for just one MLP networks was 80% of correct readings with 10% of incorrect readings and 10% of rejections for low confidence, while the use of MLP-DDD techniques improved the accuracy numbers to 85% of correct reading with 6% of incorrect readings. These accuracy levels were obtained using digits from real checks, though better levels can be obtained using standard databases of presegmented digits. The point here is to illustrate the increase of accuracy attributable to the addition of structural information to the neural network. Then another module, called an arbiter, analyzes this information and produces the global output. The arbiter can decide that the segment has not been recognized properly if the global confidence has not attained the prescribed threshold of the values of the two highest confidence parameters are similar. Using these characteristics, the overall recognition rate surpasses the levels of both neural networks when considered on an independent basis.
In addition to the array of networks used to enhance the overall accuracy, structural postprocessing was added to the recognition module to verify that the recognized value is correct. The structural analysis module minimizes the number of incorrect readings by checking specific structural properties in the image for the value produced by the arbiter in cases where the global confidence is lower than 90%. This proved to be especially useful at checking cases involving 0 and also at eliminating some cases of number 5, where it was incorrectly read as 6 or as 3. By applying the structural postprocessing algorithms, several incorrect readings were eliminated. However, as a side effect, some correct reading cases were also rejected because they did not pass the strict structural test. Since the goal was to have minimum number of errors even though the reject rate may increase, we accepted this consequence as being consistent with our design objectives. Some statistical results are presented on Table 2 to show the accuracy improvement obtained by applying the techniques described here: parallel neural networks and structural postprocessing. Better recognition rates have been obtained lately by training the neural networks with a larger number of samples and changing the normalization process, but the results presented in this paper illustrate the big improvements obtained using an average classifier and attributable to postanalysis techniques.
Most researchers have opted to train their recognition systems with huge databases of digits to attain very high accuracy levels. 44 These systems used digits from the NIST database of handwritten forms 45 or other databases of presegmented digits. But it was found that the segmentation feedback loop requires a NOT -RECOGNIZED value in the case of incorrectly segmented digit ͑Fig. 8͒ or if the segment contains connected digits. In our opinion, the recognition module must be trained with segments containing fragments of digits and segments containing connected digits to be able to produce NOT -RECOGNIZED values properly in these cases.
A neural network designed to recognize just digits should produce a very low confidence in the case of fragmented characters or pairs of joined digits, so that those segments can be rejected. Otherwise the recognition may result in incorrect readings, such as 06 instead of 05 in the example shown in Fig. 8 . After extensive testing, it was found that a neural network designed to recognize normal digits as well as special segments is more accurate at rejecting poorly segmented cases. When a poorly segmented character is rejected, the segmentation procedure makes use of other splitting algorithms until it finds the correct path to separate the digits properly. Therefore, by training the net- work with poor-quality inputs, the overall performance reading strings of number that include touching and overlapping digits is substantially enhanced.
Prototype Program
A prototype was developed using the preceding approach to show how a commercial application might be able to read checks of poor quality from many different countries. The program has been programmed in Cϩϩ under the Microsoft Windows operating system. The graphical user interface, shown in Fig. 9 , enables one to load the image of a check and then to perform automatic recognition. The program transforms the image from gray scale into black and white, then locates the courtesy amount area, and finally begins the iterative process of segmentation and recognition described in this paper. After recognition, the output is verified to ensure high validity and accuracy levels and is printed in a standard format showing two decimal digits. 41 
Conclusion
This paper has presented an approach for recognition of handwritten amounts that can be utilized for ''reading'' bank checks automatically. The algorithms and techniques described in this paper can be applied to read checks from many countries, and also to other applications that could benefit from automatic reading or image processing.
The segmentation of the amount into individual digits is performed using several splitting algorithms. The segmentation module may receive feedback from the recognition module and will select a different splitting algorithm if any digit is not properly recognized. Several splitting algorithms can be used, but no single algorithm provides the best separation of connected or overlapped digits in every possible situation. Therefore the system was designed to try the most likely one first; if it fails then it uses other techniques.
In the section on recognition of individual characters, the requirement for normalization of digit size, thickness of keystrokes, and slant were highlighted. The neural network architecture employs a set of four neural networks of different types that are executed in parallel to minimize the likelihood of erroneous readings. This architecture offers superior accuracy and performance, as compared to structures comprised of a single net only. The use of structural features also helped to improve recognition rates. The importance of having a classifier that can detect incorrectly segmented digits has become increasingly visible and we are performing additional research into this aspect. scribed in this paper are covered by a patent; 58 we also thank the coinventors and others who were involved in the process.
